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Abstract
This thesis focuses on finding the key attributes of a social network of friends that help 
us to understand and measure the ‘Susceptibility’ of a user to ‘Influence’. Susceptibility of a user 
here refers to a factor that explains the state of being likely to get effected by a friend in a social 
network to perform a certain action. On the other hand, Influence refers to a force or 
phenomenon where a certain action performed by a user on a particular product or business 
impacts the activity of his friends on that same product. For this study I have selected Yelp, as it 
is one of the huge and active social rating network where users across the globe participate in 
providing meaningful reviews about various businesses. User activity here refers to rating or 
reviewing a business in a particular location. With such volume of data and such huge social 
network of friends, it makes a perfect dataset to perform our study. The common attributes that 
would help us to measure susceptibility in a social rating network were recognized and were 
used to generate a mathematical model for susceptibility. In the end, we were also able to 
recognize an efficient learning algorithm that fits Yelp dataset and may be used to help predict 
susceptibility of a user to influence. In our experiments the final susceptibility measures 
determined were higher when compared to a dataset model prior to considering the key 
attributes. With this study, we could clearly see that a review of an elite and active friend in Yelp 
has a significant impact on the susceptibility of a user to influence. Along with the number of 
reviews exposed to a user by his friends, a new statistic named “useful voting fraction” for each 
of their friends also helped to derive an efficient learning algorithm that fits Yelp Dataset. Finally, 
we also found that the star rating which each review gets, plays an important role in measuring 
susceptibility.
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Introduction
                   
Understanding human behavior has always been of key interest for many 
researchers around the world. It forms the basis of many marketing strategies which help to 
promote new products or business. Earlier teams used to conduct surveys and campaigns to 
collect feedback of a user on a particular business. Now with the emergence of social rating 
networks, one is able to capture various attributes of a user and their actions which help in 
attaining an understanding of the user opinion on any product or business. The goal of my 
research is to find out the key attributes of a user, a business or a feedback given by a user in a 
social rating network of Yelp that help us understand and measure the susceptibility of a user to 
influence. We try to find out the percentage increase in susceptibility of a user in visiting and 
reviewing a business in Yelp because of his friend reviews on the same business. If we can 
measure the susceptibility of a user to such influence, we can predict how efficiently a user is 
going to accept an information that is being diffused through the social network as part of the 
marketing strategy of a business.
Many authors have majorly focussed on measuring the influence spread by a 
single user to their friends in their social network. For example in case of twitter they have 
calculated something called as influence score for each user, which shows how good a user can 
influence his social network. My study varies from their ideas as I focus on checking how 
susceptible a user is to such influence imposed by influential users. Also most of the work in 
finding susceptibility measures has been done on true social networks like twitter, Facebook or 
Flickr, where users have to perform social actions like retweeting a message or tagging a photo. 
My work focuses on a social rating network where along with social action, user needs to 
physically put some effort in assessing the product or business in focus.
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Among the various social rating websites, Yelp does a great job in retaining the 
authenticity of each user review, which makes us rely on it’s statistics to understand the user 
behavior.  User review here represents the feedback given by a user on a particular business. 
As of 2014, yelp.com had 135 million monthly visitors and 71 million reviews[5]. Dataset used in 
this thesis is provided by Yelp company as part of it’s various challenges which it releases every 
six months. As opinion on a business might change over certain time, we perform experiments 
collected across different time periods to ensure we avoid any bias. Before we actually build a 
model to measure susceptibility, we do an empirical study on user data, business data and 
review data and try to understand the attributes in each section which would help us to refine 
the users on whom we want to focus on.
As a first step of proposed solution, we try to find out total number of users who 
got k-exposed ( k can be 1 to maximum number of exposures in Yelp network ) to reviews given 
by friends in the last 2 months of a particular timeline for a particular business. We then 
aggregate all such 1-exposures, 2-exposures and so on for all our businesses in scope. Once 
we gather this dataset we build a regression learning model ( Logistic Regression ) that helps us 
to understand susceptibility of a user to influence in terms of likelihood ratios and percentages. 
Input to our model is the number of friend reviews to which a particular user got exposed to. 
Output to our model is binary (0 or 1) which depends on the expected probability of whether our 
target user would review the business in a fixed timeline. We ensure that our input which is 
number of reviews exposed to and output are correlated. We also find out if Influence exerted 
by friends is the main phenomenon behind existence of social correlation in Yelp by running a 
test named as “shuffle test” proposed by authors Ravi Kumar, Mohammad Mahdian and Aris 
Anagnostopoulus [1].
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         Now on the current built model we try to run our data collect algorithm to consider various 
timelines and various user profile attributes in refining the current learning model and propose a 
generic standard algorithm that will help us to refine datasets of similar such social rating 
networks. In the end we also determine a new statistic that help us get a better learning model 
with better precision and recall ratios.
For verifying the goodness of fit of the derived hypothesis, we performed Wald 
Test which helps us to predict the significance of the co-efficient obtained. As a validation step, 
we used 70% of the data collected by running the data collect algorithm to build Logistic 
Regression Model and used the other 30% of the dataset to validate the hypothesis function 
that we derived. We gathered ‘Precision’, ‘Recall’ and ‘Accuracy’ percentages in determining the 
prediction accuracy of the hypothesis. In the end, we will clearly see how the calculated 
susceptibility measures vary when we consider the key attributes of a user and that of reviews, 
while doing our data collect for the model.
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Related Works
There were many articles which focussed on to find the influential users in social networks and 
tried to assign a score to each such user. Authors Eytan Bakshy,Jake M. Hofman,Winter A. 
Mason and Duncan J. Watts[4] tried to quantity influence on twitter and found out the key people 
who can be called as influencers and whom can be used for many viral marketing strategies. An 
other group(Authors Meeyoung Cha,Hamed Haddadi,Fabricio Benevenuto,Krishna P. Gummadi 
[5] ) tried to find out the most influential users in twitter based on different measures such as 
number of retweets, indexes and mentions in twitter network. Very few articles considered the 
idea of how susceptible can a user be if he is exposed to such influence.
Sinan Aral and Dylan Walker [6] try to understand the relationship between 
influential people and people who are susceptible to influence by using Facebook Dataset. 
Using a social network rather than a social rating network was the first key difference between 
their work and my work. Secondly, focus on user attributes that account to measuring influence 
and susceptibility were different. Though, publishing notifications was the main event that drives 
the measure of influence and susceptibility in their work, their main focus was on user age, 
gender and relationship status. Thirdly they didn't restrict the action taken by the target users by 
a certain timeline, which intuitively would not work for Yelp. As with reviews on restaurants or 
any other kind of business where service can’t be constant over time, lose their effect on an 
individual with time.
They considered distributing the messages about a user’s action on a Facebook 
application, whose main idea was to spread influence randomly in a network. During the course 
of experiment, they tried to avoid many biases that can happen while recognizing people who 
are susceptible to influence and have adopted the new Facebook application after getting 
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notified with messages. They had a initial network of friends who have adopted this application 
and then notifications about their actions within the application were randomly sent out to a 
subset of users in the network who might not be friends. Statistical approach of Hazard 
Modeling was used to measure Influence and Susceptibility. Also they tried to bring out various 
interesting relationships between the characteristics of Influencers and the Susceptible users by 
using various models of dyadic (two - party) relationships. One of the key observations was that 
younger users in Facebook are more susceptible to influence than older users.
Among the various reasons for existence of social correlation to exist in a network, authors Ravi 
Kumar,Mohammad Mahdian and Aris Anagnostopoulus [1] tried to eliminate social influence as 
a root cause for social correlation in few of the social networks. They were successful in 
determining the key reason for social correlation in Flickr Network and also were able to prove 
both theoretically and empirically that its correlation cannot be attributed to social influence. We 
used their famous “shuffle test” as the basis to verify the same in Yelp Dataset. Statistical 
methods used by them in calculating susceptibility of a user in accepting a photo tag on Flickr 
network serves as the primary inspiration for the work in this thesis. Business or Product in our 
scenario is totally different, and so are the actions performed by users. In Flickr, it is photo 
tagging whereas in Yelp it is all about providing a review on a business.
Authors Martin Ester and Mohsen Jamali [2] tried to apply the same approach and 
method to epinions network, where users login into their website to share their experience on a 
particular product. They rely on something called as trust network and try to understand user 
behavior based on that. One key difference in the approach selected by these authors was to 
pick up a fixed analysis date while we considered different timelines while calculating the 
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susceptibility measures rather than a fixed single timeline. Also user profile attributes used in my 
work relies mostly on the friend network, rather they relied on the trust network.
      In all the earlier works, the concept of susceptibility of a user to follow an action was verified 
on social networks which are truly social in nature. For example if we consider Twitter, its about 
a user liking a URL or a tweet and then he just retweets it right on its website if he likes it. In 
case of Flickr, its all about photos. Its been all online activity so far. Epinions extends little further 
and tries to enter the e-commerce world where user shares his experience on products which 
he uses or buys.
Yelp considers the user behavior on a different scope. Businesses here are mostly restaurants. 
For a user to give his review in Yelp he has to physically put more effort and time on a particular 
business and only then think of giving a review. So along with the influence imposed on a user 
because of his friends, we also rely on user’s behavior on being social and getting back online 
to give his feedback on a business. Please find a comparison of the susceptibility measures 
which we obtained when compared to the measures obtained for Epinions dataset by Martin 
Ester and Mohsen Jamali[2]. I have used the same Logistic Regression Model in finding the 
right hypothesis that fits Yelp Dataset but have considered several different user profile 
attributes which helped me to get an increase in the susceptibility measure for Yelp Network. 
The key differences in both the datasets are the type of products and also the number of 
products considered for running the model.
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TABLE 1: COMPARING SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASURES OF YELP AND EPINIONS
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Social Network Susceptibility Measure
Epinions 0.62
Yelp ( Same approach 
adopted as applied to 
Epinions Dataset ) 
1.065
New improved Approach on 
Yelp
2.2105
New Approach with 
additional statistic on Yelp
3.3832
Key Terminology to understand my Work
We adapted the notion of k-exposures from [3]. A user is said to be k-exposed at a particular 
time for a particular product if he has received ‘k’ number of review notifications from his friends.
Exposure - If a user gets a notification of a review which was posted by his friend, we consider 
the user as exposed to a review. If he is exposed to one such review, then we call it as 1-
exposure. If he is exposed to two such reviews, then it is 2-exposure and so on.
Correlation - a relationship that shows dependency between any two entities.For example 
behavior of a user based on an action of an other user. It helps to make a prediction of future 
activities.
Homophily [7] - It is the tendency of individuals to choose friends with similar characteristics.
Event - a user providing a review for a business with rating.
Yelp elite user - A badge given by Yelp to users who provide really valuable reviews and who 
have always been active in the Yelp Community.
Analysis date - We define a timestamp and consider that date to be our base date to conduct all 
our experiments. We consider the reviews of users 60 days prior to this date to calculate 
exposures. And reviews given by friends in the next 30 days of analysis date as susceptible 
ratings.
Various Analysis dates Considered for my work - 2010-03, 2011-03, 2012-03, 2013-03, 2014-03
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Susceptible ratings - The reviews given by users within 30 days from our analysis date , who got 
k-exposed to a particular restaurant by their friends. Eg. If 2010-03-01 is our analysis date, then 
ratings given during the period 2010-03-01 to 2010-04-01 will be ratings which might have been 
given due to susceptibility.
 
Susceptibility Co-efficient - This is an empirical value which is a co-efficient of our key input 
parameter ( number of exposures ) , which we will try to find out. So for our model which we try 
to fit our dataset, the key input is the number of exposures on a user, which is also equivalent to 
the number of friends who have rated a business.
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METHODOLOGY DETAILS
Intuitive Reasoning
An important goal is that we are trying to predict user behavior. A major 
question we want to find answer for is “When would a user provide a review to a business?”. 
Would it be because he/she randomly visited a restaurant or would it be because of the reviews 
provided by his friends on a social rating network or should we be considering some external 
factors due to which he has decided to visit the restaurant and then review it. By using the 
shuffle test we conclude that in Yelp the source of correlation is for sure due to influence driven 
by the reviews given by friends. As the outcome here is always binary,( i.e whether the target 
user has reviewed the business or if he has not ) we have considered the famous regression 
model for estimating the probability of such binary events(Logistic Regression).
Friends in real life are often the same friends on social networks. These are 
people whom we trust and are also people with highest percentage of similar interests. If a 
friend gives a positive feedback about a particular restaurant and recommends it to us 
personally we tend to add that restaurant into our must visit list. In the current world of Social 
networking, receiving a notification about a review on a business is similar to getting a word of 
mouth feedback from a friend. With this in mind, I have considered the first attribute - “number of 
friend reviews” that a user gets exposed to as one of the driving factors for a user to be 
susceptible in reviewing the business. Yelp helps users also to vote the review. If more users 
have voted a review as helpful it signifies a particular review has influenced more users and has 
had an impact on a user’s decision of visiting a restaurant. Second attribute which we named as 
“useful voting fraction” helps us to assess how influential the reviews have been on a user. 
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There by the two statistical parameters that we rely on to measure susceptibility are number of 
friend reviews a user gets exposed to and the quality of the reviews ( useful voting fraction ). 
Finding k-expose users & Susceptible Ratings
Our initial goal was to find out the number of users who got 1-exposed, 2-exposed, 3-exposed 
and so on with regards to a single business at a particular timeline. And then we want to know 
how many of such users have actually got influenced in rating the product, considering direct 
influence because they are friends. Though I considered timelines 2010-03, 2011-03, 2012-03, 
2013-03, 2014-03 to run my experiments, it didn't make much difference when i randomly 
picked up other timelines as my analysis date. I was also careful to ensure that we don't have 
any overlap in our timelines which would help us avoid different data for the same candidates. 
Below are the algorithm steps which i followed to get such data.
1. Fix a timestamp as our analysis date.
2. Pick up one example Business
3. Gather all the reviews of that Business
4. For this particular timeline , gather users who reviewed this business in the last 60 days of 
our analysis date.
5. For the list of users which we got in Step 4, Gather friends who are in their network who can 
be considered as exposed.
6. Gather how many among these friends actually reviewed this business in the next 30 days 
and name them as susceptible ratings.
7. Repeat the steps 5 and 6 for finding 1-exposed, 2 -exposed and 3-exposed users.
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Figure 1 : Algorithm to get k-Exposures and Susceptible Ratings
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timeline = “2010-03-01”  // this is our analysis date.
minimumFriendSize = 10
business = “XYZ”   // from yelp Business JSON file.
beforeAnalysisDateUnder60 = null // map to hold review details prior to our analysis 
date.
afterAnalysisDateUnder30 = null // map to hold review details after our analysis date.
friendExposures = null // map to hold all friendExposures.
kRatingArray = null // array to hold the number of exposures for each susceptible rating.
for each review in reviewFile for business
      if( reviewDate is in the last 60 days from analysis date)
            add the review to a map beforeAnalysisDateUnder60
      endif
      if( reviewDate is in the next 30 days of our analysis date )
          add the review to a map afterAnalysisDateUnder30
      endif
endfor
//calculating the friendExposures
for each user record in userFile 
        if( user has minimumFriendSize and record exists in map 
beforeAnalysisDateUnder60 and user is elite ) 
     for each friend of the user
                          add a record to friendExposures
     endfor
       endif
end for
// calculating the susceptible ratings due to exposures
for each user record in userFile 
       if(user has minimumFriendSize and 
record exists in map afterAnalysisDateUnder30 and 
also exists in friendExposures)
         for each friend of such user
// getting the number of exposures he got from friends
                          if(friend has rated the business in last 60 days)
      exposedCount++;
   endif 
endfor
//increase the index of the kRatingArray for that exposedCount.
kRatingArray[exposedCount]++;
       endif
                                In the above program we start off by collecting review details prior to 60 
days of our analysis date. These are the reviews which can probably spread influence. We also 
collect the reviews provided in the next 30 days of our fixed analysis date. We then scan the 
user Json file provided by Yelp and get the friend details of the users who have reviewed a 
particular business within the past 60 days. As we scan, we build the k-expose array, which we 
named as friendExposures. We do a second scan of the user json file and find the users who 
reviewed the business in the next 30 days of our analysis date and got exposed. We finally get 
a count of each such user’s friends who reviewed the business earlier. This would give us an 
estimate of how many among the k-exposed users got susceptible and have actually reviewed 
the business.
Measuring Susceptibility using Statistical Approach
As any other binary classification problem, we wanted to determine if a user would be or would 
not be susceptible to influence. Logistic Regression Model has been one of the classic 
examples from ‘Machine Learning’ for fitting datasets whose results are binary. It uses sigmoid 
function as hypothesis which results in getting the expected probability[8] value between 0 and 
1.  Once we select a boundary value, anything above our selected boundary value makes our 
result to be considered as ‘1’ and anything as’0’. Logistic Regression is intrinsically simple, has 
low variance and so is less prone to over-fitting. As a first try, I tried to adapt this model for fitting 
Yelp Dataset by selecting a simple hypothesis function as used by the authors Aris,Ravi and 
Mohammad[1]. Please find the hypothesis function or the estimated probability function that was 
used initially.
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  Where
 
    a - represents the number of exposures on a particular user through 
   his friend network.
    
 - Linear equation which we call as ‘g’ with the input feature ‘a’.                    
-  Gives the measure of susceptibility of a user towards influence 
    exerted by his friends reviews
-   Its like an error term that captures random noise or un-modeled 
         effects.
            Logarithm was used to avoid overfitting and ‘1’ was added to our feature ‘number of 
exposures’ to eliminate the possibility of having a ‘0’ as our input( for single exposure without an 
addition of 1, input would have been 0). The key idea was to apply maximum likelihood 
estimation to the above probability function to determine the coefficients alpha and Beta. I have 
used Octave open source language to implement Logistic Regression and to perform maximum 
likelihood estimation. I have also used ‘R’ later to find out how significant these coefficients are, 
for us to believe that the hypothesis obtained was a good fit.
Algorithm to fit our dataset to a Logistic Regression Model
1. Take Half of the Data Collected by the “data collect algorithm” like say data for 30 products.
2. Prepare input ‘X’ and output ‘Y’ matrices from the experiment data obtained from Step 1.
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3. Prepare the initial vector theta ( 1*2 dimensional matrix) which represents beta and alpha in 
our Probability function.Alpha represents susceptibility measure or the slope of the 
hypothesis and beta represents the intercept.
4. Prepare the CostFunction algorithm that would return the cost and gradient of using theta as 
the parameter for logistic regression.
5. Use ‘fminunc’ of Octave Language, which helps to minimize the cost function by calling the 
cost function iteratively for certain number of iterations (400), till it converges.
6. Once you get the correct theta values which would represent the data, validate them by 
trying to predicting the output for the remaining data that we collected.
Figure 2 : Octave code to run logistic regression
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data  = load ( textFileName );
// Build input matrix X and output Y
X = data(:,1); y = data(:, 2);
// Add intercept term to x
X = [ones(m, 1) X];
//Initialize theta
initial_theta = zeros(n + 1, 1);
// using Octave’s fminunc to obtain optimal theta that
// minimizes the Cost Function
//  Set options for fminunc
options = optimset('GradObj', 'on', 'MaxIter', 400);
//  Run fminunc to obtain the optimal theta
// This function will return theta and the cost
[theta, cost] = fminunc(@(t)(costFunction(t, X, y)), initial_theta, options);
// Print theta
fprintf('theta: \n');
fprintf(' %f \n', theta);
      The above program begins by gathering user data in form of matrices which represent input 
features and output. We then use Octave’s famous “fminunc” function to run the regression 
model using the cost function which we define. It helps to minimize the objective function which 
we provide as parameter and find the parameters theta ( the co-efficient vector ) such that the 
objective function stays at local minimum.
Figure 3 : Cost Function
                   The above program is the actual code in Octave language which takes inputs as the 
feature data ( X) , the expected Output ( Y) and the default theta values. And computes the cost 
of fitting each training example to the sigmoid function that logistic regression uses. I have also 
provided of the sigmoid function which the cost function uses.
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m = length ( y )   // number of training examples
J = 0 ; // Our Cost function
grad = zeros(size(theta));  // initializing gradient function
h = sigmoid ( X * theta )  // hypothesis function
// calculating the cost of selecting theta
for each training example in X
J = J +  y(i,:) * log(h(i,:)) +  ( 1 - y(i,:)) * log(1 - h(i,:));
endfor;
J  = (1 / m) * ( -1 ) * J ;
//calculating Gradient
for each co-efficient in theta
for each training example,        
 tmp = tmp + (( h(j,:) - y(j,:) ) * X(j,i));       
endfor;        
grad(i,:) = (1/m) * tmp;
tmp = 0;
endfor;
Figure 4: Sigmoid Function
                  
Performing Shuffle Test
A Shuffle Test, as explained by authors Aris, Ravi and Mohammad [1], investigates "the 
idea that if influence does not play a role, even though a user’s probability of activation could 
depend on his or her friends, the timing of such activation should be independent of the timing 
of other users”. Basically we try to get measures of susceptibility of two different datasets, one 
in which the timing  of reviewing the business by a user is taken into consideration and second 
where we manually shuffle the timing of the action taken by a user. And if the susceptibility 
coefficients obtained on both the datasets doesn't change much than we say that the source of 
correlation in Yelp dataset cannot be attributed to influence. We ran our shuffle test on five 
restaurants data  by using Logistic Regression model. There was difference in the co-efficient 
values obtained  which proved the source of correlation in Yelp as Influence. This helps us to 
move onto our next goal in improvising the algorithm by adding additional features to the 
learning model.
New approach in considering Exposures
With our first approach, I considered every user in the friend network as a valid user who can be 
considered as getting exposed to a review. After extensive study on the dataset provided by 
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function g = sigmoid(z)
% sigmoid function 
g = zeros(size(z)); 
g =  exp(z) ./ ( 1 + exp (z) ); 
end
Yelp, I felt there are lot of conditions which we need to consider for making a user ‘a valid user’ 
for our experiment. Please find below the list of attributes that I have considered.
Users whom we consider to calculate exposures ( during the time period of our experiment )
1. Users who have at least 10 friends in their network are considered.
2. Users who are active during the four months of our experiment are only considered.
3. Users who are already registered members.
Users whose reviews have been considered to spread Influence
1. Reviews given by elite users are only considered.
2. Reviews whose rating is more than 3 are considered.
     We add all these constraints while running our data Collect algorithm and get the more 
appropriate data, which can be believed as true exposures and true susceptible ratings. We will 
see the improvement in our results in the following section of “Experiments & Results”.
Proposed new statistic for building Learning Model
More number of features always help to build a better learning model. Though we have to be 
careful in considering the problems of overfitting, all the earlier works so far just tried to rely on 
the count of exposures in determining the action of a user. Along with the number of reviews, I 
wanted to also consider the weightage of social authority of a user providing a review has on his 
friends. A review provided by each user in Yelp can be voted to be ‘funny’,’useful’ or ‘cool’. 
Though ‘funny’ and ‘cool’ look like adjectives that describe the type of review, ‘useful’  voting 
seems intuitively to help other users more. With this in mind, I have introduced a new feature 
named “useful voting fraction” per each user which is the ratio of total useful votes a user gets 
for all his reviews to total number of reviews which he has given. 
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Here is how we calculate the second feature representing the useful voting 
fraction for the reviews which a user gets exposed to. Consider a user got exposed to three 
reviews given by three different users. We sum up the total number of useful votes of each user 
who gave the reviews and try to divide by the sum of total number of reviews provided by those 
users. Considering the new feature to be ‘b’ and Gamma to be the new co-efficient for b, the 
new regression model would be.
   The new estimated probability is.
Where 
           b  -  Represents the fraction of total useful votes of a user to total reviews      
    provided by him.
 - Represents the weightage of feature b has in making the target user  
    susceptible to influence.
                  After collecting data for the new statistic, we run statistical tests using R to ensure 
that the new feature has good enough level of significance in predicting the action of a target 
user.
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Data
Data Set Description
                       With Yelp’s API being open for everyone to use, I initially started collecting data 
by calling their API’s. Within no time, Yelp also made their dataset available to everyone in 
JSON format which was much easier to interpret. Their initial release of data had user details, 
business details and review details for only few locations across three states. After every six 
months till date they kept adding more data for other locations across United States and few 
other Countries. This resulted in a significant increase in user network of friends. Two different 
relationship’s can be established in Yelp. Users in Yelp can either be friends or a user can just 
follow an other user if he likes his reviews. This leads us to the formation of two different social 
networks in Yelp. One is a network of friends and the other a ‘followee’ network, where user A is 
connected to user B only if A is a follower of B. Both the networks formed here are directed. 
Followee network was introduced recently and data representing it has not been published for 
public to use. That’s one of the reasons we considered only friend network in our study. In the 
next sub sections we would try to understand the various characteristics which I considered 
when selecting users, businesses and reviews in our dataset.
Who is our User ?
              The user dataset provided by Yelp has been significantly increasing over the last 
three years. We had users with zero friends to a maximum of 2000. For ensuring that we have a 
proper network to measure susceptibility, we considered users with a minimum friend size limit 
of 10. Yelp network was growing randomly because of which I could not replicate a data model 
similar to that of Yelp to run our experiments. Instead I decided to use half of Yelp’s original data 
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with valid attributes to build the Heuristic function that helps to predict if a user will be 
susceptible to review a business or not and the other half to validate the same.
TABLE 2: USER STATISTICS OF YELP NETWORK
Along with the minimum friend size limit, we have used other attributes as well to consider a 
user as a correct member to measure susceptibility. All these attributes have been picked up to 
ensure we have the right dataset of users, businesses and reviews to do our experiments. 
Second important attribute is the status of a user. Yelp gives a badge of being “elite” to users 
which it thinks to be genuine and has been really active in yelp for long time and has been 
giving real reviews which are complete and more meaningful. Third key attribute is the 
activeness of a user in Yelp. Like any other social network users frequently go on and off of a 
network. For our experiments we expect our users to be active during the course of our 
experiment. For suppose if we have decided the timeline of our experiment to be 03-01-2012 
i.e. analysis date, then we consider the user to be active if he or she has at least 5 ratings 
provided in the last 4 months from our analysis date. And we consider the exposures of only 
such users. And the fourth and final attribute was the ‘yelping_since’ date for each user in the 
friend network. We don’t consider a user as a valid member for calculating exposures, if he has 
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YELP DATASET 2013 2014 2015
Total number of 
users
70817 252898 366715
number of users 
greater than 100 
friend size
391 3072 3955
Users with Min 
Friend Size Limit 
of 10
5767 32272 43518
user with max 
friend size
2032 2917 3830
not joined Yelp at least 3 months before our analysis date. Please find below a sample JSON 
object representing a user in Yelp.
JSON FILE 1: User Details Provided by Yelp 
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{
"yelping_since": "2008-11",
 "votes": {"funny": 3, "useful": 31, "cool": 6}, 
"review_count": 48, 
"name": “C******”, 
"user_id": "tESPBtA3tN18maiwPdPOhQ", 
"friends": ["A85W__LWtUE7NrBZnINVrg", "JHkI6K0hyzOGcmSbZhE56g", 
"2ThogyfqUnLoRiG-n03b0g", "VMKhjcUyFCI2vgGTooF7-Q", "W1rWRU-
FhUDo4v6UVGVy0Q", "3utEqyNzFcxH8E8pm7ByPA", "nlYBBVlmlGPKktPJodl6Dg", 
"V2Yr4mypYsglAPpE3pKQFQ", "PJDr7TJ1eoQ9p2j9bbidnQ", "iIbR6uLSeF-
ZA9JPlQBBmQ", "au2F-1XoSANNZiUN3_8n5w", "fgrEAKK1m5yZgYSggY54Cg", 
"c_kJX-qLG1479TcILZFtdQ", "9bG9W8z7PvC0NnOg6HcM2g", 
"fEJy3GL9iTq6BPBBXihsig", "0j3oe-jXV-F5wTQab8yP5g", "HOwTJs-
P4Eg5NAxHGZjmOA"], 
"fans": 3,
 "average_stars": 3.98, 
"type": "user", 
"compliments": {"profile": 1, "hot": 1}, "elite": []
Which are our real reviews ?
   
Each review in Yelp is rated from a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest and 1 
being the lowest. We considered reviews which have ratings of greater than 3 as a valid review 
of a user which can be considered as spreading influence and named them as ‘Influencial 
reviews’.   Also these influential reviews should have been given in the past 90 days from our 
defined analysis date. Notifications here in yelp are saved and are retained even for a longer 
period than 90 days, but as the effect of influence is directly proportional to the timing of the 
event, we had to limit the time period for considering a reasonable influence. As part of our 
experiments I did try to consider exposures of reviews in the past 60 days, but there wasn't any 
significant difference in the measures calculated. On the other hand, we only considered 
reviews which were given by users who got influenced within 30 days from our analysis date 
and named them as Susceptible reviews. These reviews helped us to get an emprical value 
which represent Susceptibility. Again choosing 30 days was a practical decision to give enough 
time for the user to visit a restaurant and review it on Yelp.
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JSON FILE 2: Review Details Provided by Yelp 
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{
 "votes": {"funny": 0, "useful": 1, "cool": 1},
 "user_id": "zvJCcrpm2yOZrxKffwGQLA",
 "review_id": "-TsVN230RCkLYKBeLsuz7A",
 "stars": 4,
 "date": "2012-02-14", 
"text": "Dr. Goldberg has been my doctor for years and I like him.  I've found 
his office to be fairly efficient.  Today I actually got to see the doctor a few 
minutes early!  \n\nHe seems very engaged with his patients and his 
demeanor is friendly, yet authoritative.    \n\nI'm glad to have Dr. Goldberg as 
my doctor.", 
"type": "review", 
"business_id": "vcNAWiLM4dR7D2nwwJ7nCA"
}
Which one’s are our Businesses ?
    Various types of business are reviewed and rated in Yelp. We have only considered 
restaurants with at least 300 reviews existing within the locations provided in the dataset.
Figure 5: Graph shows number of Business’s Vs Number of Reviews
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Number of Business’s
JSON FILE 3: Business Details Provided by Yelp 
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{
"business_id": "ealuKGLqWQ8VsOU12hq4sA", 
"full_address": "1158 W Washington St\nTempe, AZ 85281", 
"hours": {}, 
"open": true, 
"categories": ["Restaurants", "Italian"], 
"city": “Tempe",
 "review_count": 14, 
"name": "Cafe Roma", 
"neighborhoods": [],
 "longitude": -111.95564299999999, 
"state": “AZ",
 "stars": 3.0, 
"latitude": 33.442374999999998, 
"attributes": {"Take-out": true, "Good For": {"dessert": false, "latenight": false, "lunch": 
true, "dinner": false, "brunch": false, "breakfast": false}, "Noise Level": "loud", "Takes 
Reservations": false, "Delivery": true, "Ambience": {"romantic": false, "intimate": false, 
"touristy": false, "hipster": false, "divey": false, "classy": false, "trendy": false, 
"upscale": false, "casual": false}, "Parking": {"garage": false, "street": false, 
"validated": false, "lot": true, "valet": false}, "Has TV": true, "Outdoor Seating": true, 
"Attire": "casual", "Alcohol": "none", "Waiter Service": false, "Accepts Credit Cards": 
true, "Good for Kids": true, "Good For Groups": true, "Price Range": 2}, 
"type": "business"}
Importance of Location in DataSet ?
         Location has been key in our empirical study.Initial dataset had only few locations or cities 
in three states considered with regards to users, businesses and reviews. We could get a 
network with these details and were able to successfully do our empirical study. But as months 
passed by, yelp started releasing datasets including many locations i.e. a user will be having 
more friends now than before as he might have more friends from different locations. The 
average number of user registrations per year was 1100 as per the data provided in 2013 
(across 68 locations), where it was 5000 per year as per the data provided in 2015 ( across 378 
locations ).
So the network has increased, but the susceptible ratings haven't. The reason is pretty 
simple, you cant guarantee a friend from UK to visit a restaurant in Phoenix, United States in a 
timeline of 2 to 3 months. Its practically not a valid scenario. This impacted the entire study I 
have done and made me realize the importance of location of a Business and location of a user.
The probability of a user in the same location to visit a restaurant based on his friends ratings is 
more than the probability of a friend rating the a restaurant in a far off location. Also yelp doesn't 
reveal the location details of a user, hence we couldn't get the exact values for this difference in 
probability.So for our analysis among three datasets that we got from Yelp for the years 2013 till 
2015, we picked the dataset till August 2014.
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Figure 6: Graph showing Location data from Yelp
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Experiments and Results
     
Early Attempt
With our initial approach we tried to gather the k-expose users and the number of 
susceptible ratings by running the data collect algorithm implemented using Java Language for 
the 60 businesses which we focussed on. Please find the sample output of 1-exposures for one 
business.
TABLE 3: ATTEMPT 1 - SUSCEPTIBLE RATINGS VS EXPOSURES
With the above results we build the data which we will feed to the Learning Model.
TABLE 4: LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
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PRODUCT 
NAME - 
Pappadeaux 
SeaFood 
Kitchen
1-Exposures
Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
No of 
Exposures
662 1302 935 2451 412
Susceptible 
Ratings
12 13 12 11 2
Signif. 
codes:
***’ ** * .  null
0 to 0.001 0.001 to 0.01 0.01 to 0.05 0.05 to 0.1 0.1 to 1.0
Now we run the Logistic Regression model to obtain the susceptibility measure alpha 
considering a Level of Significance of 0.05 for our experiments. If our estimated coefficients 
attain a level of significance of 0.05, it implies that 95% of the times these coefficients will have 
the value obtained. In other words the input feature with the estimated co-efficient has a good 
significance in predicting the target variable.
TABLE 5: ATTEMPT 1 - SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASURES                  
As we considered the level of significance to be 0.05, we can clearly see that the 
number of friend exposures is a key feature in predicting the susceptibility of a user in reviewing 
a business. Estimated Co-efficient alpha of number of exposures ‘a’ here is nothing but the log 
odds ratio.
                       
 We followed the article submitted by UCLA[9] to interpret our results. Odds ratio is 
nothing but the exponential value of the co-efficient of our input feature i.e exp(2.1938) . The 
odds ratio which we get here is 8.969, which implies per unit increase in the number of reviews 
provided by friends of our target user, the susceptibility of the target user in reviewing the same 
business increases by 8.96 times.
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Co-efficients Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) Level of 
Significance
Intercept 
( Beta)
-7.1167 0.6542 -11.935 < 2e-16 ***
fnumber 
(Alpha )
2.1938 0.5749 6.252 4.06E-10 ***
Figure 7 : Wald test results for Attempt 1
         Please also find the results of the Wald Test which we used to verify the goodness of fit of 
the hypothesis which we obtained using Logistic Regression.
 As a normal machine learning methodology in finding the right hypothesis I 
considered only 70% of the data in building the hypothesis and tried to apply the generated 
hypothesis for predictions on the remaining 30% of the data. We obtained 60% Precision and 
67% Recall statistics with an accuracy of 82.5% for using the hypothesis in predicting the 
susceptibility of a user to influence.
Second Attempt with the Proposed approach.
       As i considered the various user profile attributes and review attributes, please find the new 
results for 1-exposure for the same product as above.
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Wald test:
----------
Chi-squared test:
X2 = 94.2, df = 1, P(> X2) = 0.0
TABLE 6: ATTEMPT 2  - SUSCEPTIBLE RATINGS VS EXPOSURES
Also, please find the split of the exposures as we start applying every profile attribute which we 
discussed earlier.
TABLE 7: NUMBER OF EXPOSURES PER EACH USER ATTRIBUTE
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PRODUCT 
NAME - 
Pappadeaux 
SeaFood 
Kitchen
1-Exposures
Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
No of 
Exposures
29 79 55 96 58
Susceptible 
Ratings
12 13 12 17 2
PRODUCT 
NAME - 
Pappadeaux 
SeaFood 
Kitchen
1-Exposures
ATTRIBUTES 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Considering 
ONLY exposures 
of reviews in last 
90 days from 
analysis date
100 848 790 859 360
Considering 
exposures of 
reviews who got 
rating 4 or 5.
75 784 750 859 185
Considers Users 
Yelping_since < 
analysis date
67 691 550 857 165
active users 30 90 70 124 75
Considering 
exposures of 
only elite users
29 79 55 96 58
And here is the complete split of data of Susceptible ratings that we got for the product 
“Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen”  for different type of exposures.
TABLE 8: DIFFERENT TYPES OF EXPOSURES VS.SUSCEPTIBLE RATINGS
                  
TABLE 9: ATTEMPT 2 - SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASURES
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Pappadeaux 
Seafood 
Kitchen
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
1-exposures 29 79 55 124 58
susceptible 
ratings
12 13 12 17 2
2-exposures 4 10 5 1 16
susceptible 
ratings
3 3 2 0 8
3-exposures 2 1 1 0 4
susceptible 
ratings
2 0 1 0 3
4-exposures 1 1 0 0 1
susceptible 
ratings
1 1 0 0 0
Co-efficients Estimate Std. 
Error 
z value Pr(>|z|) Level of 
Significance
Intercept 
( Beta)
-9.050269 0.6267 -13.935 8.6E-08 ***
fnumber 
(Alpha )
3.877353 0.7971 2.990 0.00279 **
The new susceptibility measure now is 3.87735 and the odds ratio is 
exp(3.87735) which is 48.29606. This can also be interpreted as per unit-increase in the number 
of reviews a user gets exposed to, we can see 48 times increase in the odds of a target user 
reviewing the same business.Also we obtained 66% Precision and 80% Recall statistics with an 
accuracy of 85% for using the hypothesis in predicting the susceptibility of a user to influence.
Third attempt considering the new statistic.
 In the third attempt I collected the data with the proposed approach on considering 
various user and review constraints and along with that I have also collected the useful voting 
fraction ratio. Please find the various statistics about the data and also the results which we 
obtained while we ran the Logistic Regression Model using R.
TABLE 10: ATTEMPT 3 - SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASURES
Here the interpretation of the results would be different when compared to the earlier model. As 
per the results both the features seem to have a significant impact on the prediction of the 
outcome of the target variable. Holding voting ratio at a fixed value, we can now say that per 
unit increase in the number of reviews exposed to a target user increases the odds of a user 
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Co-efficients Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) Level of 
Significance
Intercept 
( Beta)
-7.4922 0.6607 -9.826 <2e-16 ***
fnumber 
(Alpha )
5.3789 0.6258 8.595 <2e-16 **
votingRatio 
( Gamma )
1.5926 0.2910 -2.036 0.0417 *
being susceptible to influence by exp(5.3789) times i.e 216.78 times. Similarly holding number 
of exposures at a fixed value, we can now say that per unit increase in the useful voting fraction 
increases the odds of a user being susceptible to influence by 4.96 times.Please also find the 
results of Wald Test which we run on this model to ensure the hypothesis we obtained is a good 
fit.
Figure 8 : Wald test results for the New Statistic
As we ran our achieved hypothesis on the remaining 30% of the data to test prediction 
accuracy, we obtained 87.5% Precision and 78% Recall statistics with an accuracy of 92.5%.
Running the model for all the selected Businesses.
   Basic idea was to get a feel of what could be the susceptibility measure, if we 
consider the entire social network. With all the restrictions that we imposed on businesses, 
users and reviews I wanted to find out if the input features really retain the significance levels for 
predicting the susceptibility of a user to influence. I considered a total of 50 businesses and ran 
my algorithm accumulating all the 1-exposures, 2-exposures, 3-exposures, and 4-exposures for 
all the businesses.
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Wald test:
----------
Chi-squared test:
X2 = 168.1, df = 2, P(> X2) = 0.0
                       Please find the susceptibility measures when we ran the model for the entire set 
of businesses in our scope.
TABLE 11: SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASURES                  
   For the first model where we considered only number of exposures for building the 
hypothesis, we can see that the susceptibility measure now is 2.2105 and the odds ratio is 
exp(2.2105) which is 9.119. This can also be interpreted as per unit-increase in the number of 
reviews a user gets exposed to, we can see 9 times increase in the odds of a target user 
reviewing the same business.
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Co-efficients Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) Level of 
Significance
Model with 
only 
number of 
exposures
Intercept 
( Beta)
-4.7617 0.2034 -23.413 <2e-16 ***
fnumber 
(Alpha )
2.2105 0.2313 9.556 <2e-16 ***
Model with 
both the 
input 
statistics
Intercept 
( Beta)
-5.3552 0.2847 -5.354 8.6E-08 ***
fnumber 
(Alpha )
3.3832 0.2314 2.990 0.00279 **
votingRatio 
( Gamma )
1.2593 0.10500 -0.247 0.04093 *
We can do a similar interpretation as we did earlier for second model where we consider useful 
voting fraction. If we hold voting ratio at a fixed value, we can now say that per unit increase in 
the number of reviews exposed to a target user, increases the odds of a user being susceptible 
to influence by 29.46 times. Similarly holding number of exposures at a fixed value, we can now 
say that per unit increase in the useful voting fraction increases the odds of a user being 
susceptible to influence by 3.52 times. As we aggregate the total exposures for all the 
businesses we can see that the number of exposures still has a significant impact on measuring 
the susceptibility of a user, while impact of useful voting fraction is less.
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Comparison chart to assess the Results.
TABLE 12: COMPARISON CHART                  
As a summary, we could clearly see that the proposed approach has a gain by a 
factor of 40 in the odds of a user reviewing a business per unit-increase in the number of 
exposures. And with the new statistic we could not only see the increase in the odds ratio of 
susceptibility of a user to influence but also could also see an increase in the prediction 
accuracy.
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For Product 
-
Pappadeau
x Seafood 
Kitchen
Co-efficients of Learning Model Statistical Metrics
Beta Alpha Gamma Odds 
Ratio
Precisio
n
Recall Accuracy 
in 
Prediction
Early 
Approach
-7.1167 2.1938 NA 8.96 60% 67% 82.5%
Proposed 
Approach
-9.050269 3.87735 NA 48 66% 80% 85%
Proposed 
Approach 
With new 
Statistic
-7.4922 5.3789 1.5926 NA 87.5% 78% 92.5%
Fixing 
Number of 
Reviews
4.96
Fixing 
Useful 
Voting 
Fraction
216.78
Analysis & Observations.
Among the various insights which I could get an understanding on dataset of 
Yelp, we could clearly see how important it is for the user to be active in measuring 
susceptibility. While measuring influence is driven by friend ratings in the network, I had to 
ensure that the user was active for the time period in which we were trying to read his ratings. 
Also the special elite status of each user does play a great role. If a user was a friend and also 
an elite user, his ratings had greater impact on spreading the influence about a restaurant. An 
other key attribute about reviews given by users is the star rating given to each of the review. I 
could find the significant increase in the susceptibility measure when we considered only the ‘4’ 
and ‘5’ star reviews when compared to all the reviews including ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’
Restricting the dataset to a location had a significant impact on the calculation of 
susceptibility measure. I could clearly see the difference in the measures for the datasets 
released in different years by Yelp. The main reason was the increase in the network of friends 
who have rated a particular restaurant. All the new users who were getting added to the network 
were from different far away locations and sometimes even out of country. As we are restricting 
the timelines to 60 days, the probability of a user to travel to a different location and rate a 
restaurant would be very less. So if we consider the entire network considering friends across 
different locations, my algorithm would more likely perform poorly.
As done by authors Aris Anagnostopoulos, Ravi Kumar and Mohammad Mahdian 
[1], I tried to reduce the scope of candidates (restaurants in Yelp) for studying to 50 and have 
tried to bring out a general empirical value for susceptibility for the network of these 50 
candidates. But I could clearly see a huge difference in the susceptibility measure of an 
individual restaurant and the one for the whole network. This shows that each restaurant’s vibe 
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in Yelp is very unique and its better to understand the susceptibility measures for individual 
restaurants to get a more refined idea about their popularity. An alternative way was to get the 
susceptibility measure for groups of restaurants which are common in their cuisine which they 
serve. It would help to get some understanding on the popularity of different cuisines in a 
particular location.
I could also get a better learning algorithm than fits the dataset of Yelp with 92 
percent prediction accuracy. This also gives us a clear idea that each dataset might have its 
own key features that might help to drive calculation of susceptibility to influence. If not the 
same hypothesis but with minor changes I believe my model can be applied to other rating 
networks as well. A new feature called ‘useful voting fraction’ was introduced which helped the 
learning algorithm to predict better results.
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Conclusion
The approach we took in measuring susceptibility heavily relies on the friend 
network in Yelp. Though many studies have focussed on the influence spread by a single user, 
we have efficiently tried to understand the measure of influence which is put on a single user by 
the network for a particular product and which would make him susceptible to behave in a 
certain way. I was successful in recognizing the key attributes that would drive such 
susceptibility measure increase and also have clearly carved out the reasons behind 
considering them. The proposed approach in applying various constraints while running the data 
collect algorithm can be also used for other social rating networks. In the end I could also pick 
up a regression model with a more appropriate objective function which was a good fit to Yelp 
dataset. With the proposed new approach, we could spike the odd ratios for a user to be 
susceptible to influence from 8 to 40 times per unit increase in the number of exposures.
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Future Work
There are many variations and many possibilities to extend this work to further 
research. One of the works which I would really like to be picked up is combining the ‘followee' 
network into friend network and look into the exposures and susceptible ratings. Currently yelp 
has not released that data, but I am hoping they would do it in future. We already saw how 
location data matters a lot. It would also be great if we could get user location details, which is 
currently unavailable as well. An other alternative would be to figure out a model to calculate 
external influence and add that value factor to the internal influence being exerted on users. 
This would help to get a complete social model to get the susceptibility of a user to such total 
influence in social rating networks. The final goal would be to realize how we can combine all 
this to give valuable feedback to business on how they are doing and what they can do further 
to improve their business, increase their ratings and ensure they get more users visit their 
restaurant.
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